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(57) The privilege information management system
according to the present invention stores a group tree
configured with group nodes each representing a group
configured with a member enabled to use a privilege,
stores an object tree configured with object nodes each
representing a target object to be used with a privilege,
stores, in a releasable manner, privilege-valid link infor-
mation indicating a connection between an arbitrary
group node of the group nodes and an arbitrary object
node of the object nodes in a privilege-valid mode, and
regarding a first group node of the group nodes and a

first object node of the object nodes connected by the
privilege-valid link information, grants a privilege to use
a target object of the first object node and a subordinate
object node if there are any under the first object node
to a member belonging to the first group node and a sub-
ordinate group node if there are any under the first group
node. The present invention provides privilege manage-
ment having high flexibility and promptness in the privi-
lege management for managing a privilege required by
a user to use a use object.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a privilege in-
formation management system and a privilege informa-
tion management program for managing a privilege re-
quired by a user to use a use object, by use of a tree data
structure.

Background Art

[0002] The management system described in Patent
Document 1 serves as a system for managing an author-
ity required by a user to use a use object, by the use of
a tree data structure. In the management system accord-
ing to Patent Document 1, a general node corresponding
to a processing object is set as a parent node, and a
function node corresponding to processing is set as a
child node of the general node corresponding to the
processing object to which the processing corresponding
to the function node is to be implemented, and further a
registered user and an operation authority for each reg-
istered user are set to a general node corresponding to
a processing object. When a registered user requests
execution of processing corresponding to a function
node, the management system makes the function node
execute the processing only if the processing is permitted
by a registered user operation authority of the registered
user which is set to the general node serving as the parent
node of the function node.
[0003] This management system is considered capa-
ble of providing safe and efficient management by ex-
plicitly correlating a general node corresponding to a
processing object with a function node corresponding to
processing and setting an authority for each user to
these, and thereby clarifying a processing object and a
range operable by a user. It is noted that Patent Docu-
ment 1 further discloses a directory management of Unix
(registered trademark) configured in a tree structure for
setting attributes of an owner and a group for each node
composed of a directory and/or a file.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004] Patent Document 1: International Publication
No. WO 2005/006193

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] The management system and the Unix directo-
ry management system described as an invention in Pat-
ent Document 1 are suitable in cases where strict man-
agement for users, use objects, and processing contents

for use objects is required, such as when an employee
who is managed by an ID is granted an authority to per-
form tasks and performs a task inside a company, and
for fixedly setting detailed data on a registered user, a
user of an authority and the like for each node. For this
reason, such systems are not suitable for management
requiring flexibility and promptness, for example, in the
case of granting of an authority to use a specific use
object such as traveling or a lesson to a group formed in
a hierarchical structure at any time on a website.
[0006] The present invention is proposed in view of the
above-described problem, and the object of the present
invention is to provide a privilege information manage-
ment system and a privilege information management
program realizing privilege management having high
flexibility and promptness in the privilege management
for managing a privilege required by a user to use a use
object.

Solution to Problem

[0007] The privilege information management system
according to the present invention stores a group tree
configured with group nodes each representing a group
configured with a member enabled to use a privilege,
stores an object tree configured with object nodes each
representing a target object to be used with a privilege,
stores, in a releasable manner, privilege-valid link infor-
mation indicating a connection between an arbitrary
group node of the group nodes and an arbitrary object
node of the object nodes in a privilege-valid mode, and
regarding a first group node of the group nodes and a
first object node of the object nodes connected by the
privilege-valid link information, grants a privilege to use
a target object of the first object node and a subordinate
object node if there are any under the first object node
to a member belonging to the first group node and a sub-
ordinate group node if there are any under the first group
node.
[0008] The groups as a whole may have a configura-
tion including both groups each configured with a single
member and groups each configured with a plurality of
members, a configuration including only groups each
configured with a plurality of members, or a configuration
including only groups each configured with a single mem-
ber.
[0009] According to the above feature, in the case
where the privilege to use an arbitrary target object or
arbitrary target objects is granted to an arbitrary group
or arbitrary groups, the use privilege is granted simply
by connecting the group node and the object node in a
privilege-valid mode. In the case of releasing the state
where the use privilege is granted, the use privilege is
released simply by the deletion of the privilege-valid link
information for deletion of the connection. Accordingly,
privilege management having high flexibility and prompt-
ness is realized in the privilege management for manag-
ing a privilege required by a user to use a use object. For
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example, in the case of granting or releasing of a privilege
to use a specific use object such as traveling or a lesson
to a group formed in a hierarchical structure on a website
at any time, management requiring flexibility and prompt-
ness is preferably performed.
[0010] The privilege information management system
according to the present invention stores, in a releasable
manner, privilege-invalid link information indicating a
connection between an arbitrary group node of the group
nodes and an arbitrary object node of the object nodes
in a privilege-invalid mode, does not grant, regarding a
second group node of the group nodes and a second
object node of the object nodes connected by the privi-
lege-invalid link information, a privilege to use a target
object of the second object node and a subordinate object
node if there are any under the second object node to a
member belonging to the second group node and a sub-
ordinate group node if there are any under the second
group node, and determines, on the basis of link infor-
mation existing on a shortest route having the minimum
number of links among a plurality of routes for connecting
the group node and the object node in an overlapping
relation with respect to granting of a use privilege and
non-granting of a use privilege, whether to grant a privi-
lege to use a target object of the object node in the over-
lapping relation and a subordinate object node if there
are any under the object node to a member belonging to
the group node in the overlapping relation and a subor-
dinate group node if there are any under the group node.
[0011] According to the above feature, as an example,
in the case where a privilege to use arbitrary target ob-
jects is granted to arbitrary groups, connection in the priv-
ilege-invalid mode between a subordinate group under
the group directly connected in the privilege-valid mode
and a subordinate target object under the target object
directly connected in the privilege-valid mode restricts a
specific group from using a specific target object, and
thus enables the implementation of flexible management
adaptable in more various cases, such as a case where
a group not having paid a fee yet is disabled from using
a service. A determination as to whether to grant a use
privilege in the case of being in an overlapping relation
is made on the basis of the link information existing on
the shortest route having the minimum number of links,
thereby enabling to perform prompt determination as to
whether to grant the use privilege without requiring com-
plicated calculation processing.
[0012] The privilege information management system
according to the present invention grants, in the case
where, regarding the group node and the object node in
the overlapping relation with respect to granting of a use
privilege and non-granting of a use privilege, both are
connected in the overlapping relation with respect to
granting of a use privilege and non-granting of a use priv-
ilege by a plurality of shortest routes respectively being
equal in number of links and being equal in distance, the
privilege to use the target object of the object node in the
overlapping relation and the subordinate object node if

there are any under the object node to the member be-
longing to the group node in the overlapping relation and
the subordinate group node if there are any under the
group node.
[0013] According to the above feature, in the case
where there are only the routes equal in distance as the
shortest connection route between the group and the tar-
get object in the overlapping relation with respect to grant-
ing of a use privilege and non-granting of a use privilege,
uniform granting of the use privilege enables to provide
group members with a service by the target object while
securing a more beneficial state.
[0014] The privilege information management system
according to the present invention stores, in a releasable
manner, individual link information indicating a connec-
tion between a member node of an individual member
defined in a master and slave relation with the group node
and an arbitrary object node of the object nodes, in the
privilege-valid mode or the privilege-invalid mode, and
determines whether to grant the privilege to use the target
object of the arbitrary object node to the individual mem-
ber by giving top priority to the mode of the individual link
information.
[0015] According to the above feature, a determination
as to whether to grant a use privilege to an individual
member by giving the top priority to the mode of the in-
dividual link information enables to more flexibly provide
a service by a target object suitable for the state or the
demand of the individual member.
[0016] The privilege information management pro-
gram according to the present invention makes a com-
puter function so as to store a group tree configured with
group nodes each representing a group configured with
a member enabled to use a privilege, store an object tree
configured with object nodes each representing a target
object to be used with a privilege, store, in a releasable
manner, privilege-valid link information indicating a con-
nection between an arbitrary group node of the group
nodes and an arbitrary object node of the object nodes
in a privilege-valid mode, and grant, regarding a first
group node of the group nodes and a first object node of
the object nodes connected by the privilege-valid link in-
formation, a privilege to use a target object of the first
object node and a subordinate object node if there are
any under the first object node to a member belonging
to the first group node and a subordinate group node if
there are any under the first group node. The groups as
a whole may have a configuration including both groups
each configured with a single member and groups each
configured with a plurality of members, a configuration
including only groups each configured with a plurality of
members, or a configuration including only groups each
configured with a single member.
[0017] According to the above feature, in the case
where the privilege to use an arbitrary target object or
arbitrary target objects is granted to an arbitrary group
or arbitrary groups, the use privilege is granted simply
by connecting the group node and the object node in a
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privilege-valid mode. In the case of releasing of the state
where the use privilege is granted, the use privilege is
released simply by the deletion of the privilege-valid link
information for deletion of the connection. Accordingly,
privilege management having high flexibility and prompt-
ness is realized in the privilege management for manag-
ing a privilege required by a user to use a use object. For
example, in the case of granting or releasing of a privilege
to use a specific use object such as traveling or a lesson
to a group formed in a hierarchical structure on a website
at any time, management requiring flexibility and prompt-
ness is preferably performed.
[0018] The privilege information management pro-
gram according to the present invention makes a com-
puter function so as to store, in a releasable manner,
privilege-invalid link information indicating a connection
between an arbitrary group node of the group nodes and
an arbitrary object node of the object nodes in a privilege-
invalid mode, not to grant, regarding a second group node
of the group nodes and a second object node of the object
nodes connected by the privilege-invalid link information,
a privilege to use a target object of the second object
node and a subordinate object node if there are any under
the second object node to a member belonging to the
second group node and a subordinate group node if there
are any under the second group node, and to determine,
on the basis of link information existing on a shortest
route having the minimum number of links among a plu-
rality of routes for connecting the group node and the
object node in an overlapping relation with respect to
granting of a use privilege and non-granting of a use priv-
ilege, whether to grant a privilege to use a target object
of the object node in the overlapping relation and a sub-
ordinate object node if there are any under the object
node to a member belonging to the group node in the
overlapping relation and a subordinate group node if
there are any under the group node.
[0019] According to the above feature, as an example,
in the case where a privilege to use arbitrary target ob-
jects is granted to arbitrary groups, connection in the priv-
ilege-invalid mode between a subordinate group under
the group directly connected in the privilege-valid mode
and a subordinate target object under the target object
directly connected in the privilege-valid mode restricts a
specific group from using a specific target object, and
thus enables the implementation of flexible management
adaptable to more various cases, such as a case where
a group not having paid a fee yet is disabled from using
a service. A determination as to whether to grant a use
privilege in the case of being in an overlapping relation
is made on the basis of the link information existing on
the shortest route having the minimum number of links,
thereby enabling to perform prompt determination as to
whether to grant the use privilege without requiring com-
plicated calculation processing.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0020] The present invention enables to realize privi-
lege management having high flexibility and promptness
in the privilege management for managing a privilege
required by a user to use a use object.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0021]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a privilege infor-
mation management system of a first embodiment
according to the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a data storage part in the privilege information
management system of the first embodiment.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating relations of a
group tree and an object tree in an example of the
privilege information management system of the first
embodiment.
Fig. 4(a) is a data table illustrating an example of
data corresponding to the group node having a group
ID: 3, while Fig. 4(b) is a data table illustrating an
example of data corresponding to the group node
having a group ID: 6.
Fig. 5(a) is a data table illustrating an example of
data corresponding to the member node having a
member ID: 1001, while Fig. 5(b) is a data table il-
lustrating an example of data corresponding to the
member node having a member ID: 1002.
Fig. 6(a), Fig. 6(b), and Fig. 6(c) are data tables re-
spectively illustrating examples of data correspond-
ing to the object nodes having an object ID: C, an
object ID: D, and an object ID: E.
Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a state in which
the group node of a group 3 and the object node of
an object C are connected by privilege-valid link in-
formation in the relation between the group tree and
the object tree of the example in Fig. 3.
Fig. 8 is a flowchart indicating an example of process-
ing of setting set use privilege information through
connection by use of the privilege-valid link informa-
tion of Fig. 7.
Fig. 9(a) is a data table illustrating an example of the
privilege-valid link information of Fig. 7, while Fig.
9(b) is a data table illustrating an example of the set
use privilege information stored by connection
processing by use of the privilege-valid link informa-
tion of Fig. 7.
Fig. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a state in which,
in the state of Fig. 7, the group node of a group 6
and the object node of an object D are connected by
privilege-invalid link information.
Fig. 11 is a flowchart indicating an example of
processing for setting the set use privilege informa-
tion through connection by use of the privilege-
invalid link information of Fig. 10.
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Fig. 12(a) is a data table illustrating an example of
the privilege-valid link information of Fig. 7 and the
privilege-invalid link information of Fig. 10, while Fig.
12(b) is a data table illustrating an example of the
set use privilege information stored in response to
the connection processing by use of the privilege-
invalid link information of Fig. 10.
Fig. 13 is a block diagram illustrating a state in which,
in the state of Fig. 10, the group node of the group
6 and the object node of the object D are connected
by the privilege-valid link information.
Fig. 14 is a flowchart indicating an example of
processing of setting the set use privilege informa-
tion through connection by use of the privilege-valid
link information of Fig. 13.
Fig. 15(a) is a data table illustrating an example of
the privilege-valid link information of Fig. 7 and Fig.
13 and the privilege-invalid link information of Fig.
10, while Fig. 15(b) is a data table illustrating an ex-
ample of the set use privilege information stored in
response to the connection processing by use of the
privilege-valid link information of Fig. 13.
Fig. 16 is a block diagram illustrating a state in which,
in the state of Fig. 7, the member node of a member
2 belonging to the group 6 and the object node of an
object B are connected by the privilege-valid individ-
ual link information.
Fig. 17 is a flowchart indicating an example of
processing of setting the set use privilege informa-
tion through connection by use of the individual link
information of Fig. 16.
Fig. 18(a) is a data table illustrating an example of
the privilege-valid link information of Fig. 7 and Fig.
18(b) is a data table illustrating an example of the
individual link information of Fig. 16 and Fig. 18(c)
is a data table illustrating an example of the set use
privilege information stored in response to the con-
nection processing by use of the individual link infor-
mation of Fig. 16.
Fig. 19 is a flowchart indicating an example of
processing performed in the case where a group
node and an object node are connected by the priv-
ilege-valid link information or the privilege-invalid link
information in a state where the set use privilege
information based on the individual link information
has been stored.

Description of Embodiments

[Privilege information management system and privilege 
information management program according to first em-
bodiment]

[0022] A privilege information management system of
a first embodiment according to the present invention is
configured with a privilege information management ap-
paratus 1 shown in Fig. 1. The privilege information man-
agement apparatus 1, which is configured with, for ex-

ample, a single server or a plurality of servers connected
communicably, includes a control part 2 such as a CPU
for executing processing based on a predetermined con-
trol program, a storage part 3 such as a memory and a
hard disk, an input part 4 such as a keyboard and a
mouse, an image display part 5 such as a liquid crystal
display, and a communication part 6 for performing com-
munication with the outside. The privilege information
management apparatus 1 is connected to an external
terminal 12 such as a client terminal via a communication
network 11 such as the Internet controlled by a commu-
nication part.
[0023] The external terminal 12, which is configured
with a personal computer or a multifunctional mobile ter-
minal, for example, a smartphone, includes a control part
such as a CPU for executing processing according to a
predetermined control program, a storage part such as
a memory or a hard disk, an input part such as a keyboard
or a mouse, an image display part such as a liquid crystal
display, and a communication part for performing com-
munication via the communication network 11.
[0024] As shown in Fig. 2, the storage part 3 of the
privilege information management apparatus 1 has a pro-
gram storage part 31 for storing a control program of the
privilege information management apparatus 1 such as
a program of an operating system and a privilege infor-
mation management program, and a data storage part
32 for storing data for use in the processing based on
the privilege information management program.
[0025] The data storage part 32 has a group tree stor-
age part 321, an object tree storage part 322, a link in-
formation storage part 323, and a set use privilege stor-
age part 324. The group tree storage part 321 stores a
group tree including group nodes each representing a
group including members each being able to use a priv-
ilege. In the group tree according to the present embod-
iment, the group node of the root group appropriately
defined as a conceptual group such as an aggregate of
a provider side and a user side of a specific service is
set as a vertex, and the group nodes thereof are defined
in a hierarchical master and slave relation, and further,
a member node of the member belonging to the bottom
group is defined further in a master and slave relation
with the bottom group node (refer to Fig. 3).
[0026] Further, the group tree storage part 321 stores
data of respective groups and data of respective mem-
bers corresponding to group nodes and member nodes
in the group tree. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) respectively show
examples of data corresponding to the group nodes re-
spectively having a group ID: 3 and a group ID: 6 (data
of a group 3 and a group 6), and Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b)
respectively show examples of data corresponding to the
member nodes having a member ID: 1001 and a member
ID: 1002 belonging to the group 6 (data of a member 1
and a member 2).
[0027] The object tree storage part 322 stores an ob-
ject tree including object nodes each representing a tar-
get object to be used with privilege. In the object tree
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according to the present embodiment, the object node
of the root group appropriately defined as a conceptual
group, for example, an aggregate of specific provided
facilities is set as a vertex, and the object nodes thereof
are defined in a hierarchical master and slave relation.
The object tree storage part 322 stores data of respective
objects corresponding to object nodes in the object tree.
Fig. 6(a), Fig. 6(b), and Fig. 6(c) respectively show ex-
amples of data corresponding to the object nodes re-
spectively having an object ID: C, an object ID: D, and
an object ID: E (data of an object C, an object D, and an
object E).
[0028] The link information storage part 323 stores,
each in a releasable manner, required privilege-valid link
information, required privilege-invalid link information
and required individual link information which have been
set. The privilege-valid link information indicates a con-
nection between an arbitrary group node and an arbitrary
object node in a privilege-valid mode, and may corre-
spond to, for example, the information for specifying at
least a group ID and an object ID linked in a privilege-
valid mode. The privilege-invalid link information indi-
cates a connection between an arbitrary group node and
an arbitrary object node in a privilege-invalid mode, and
may correspond to, for example, the information for spec-
ifying at least a group ID and an object ID linked in a
privilege-invalid mode. The individual link information in-
dicates a connection in a privilege-valid mode or a priv-
ilege-invalid mode between an arbitrary object node and
a member node of an individual member defined in a
master and slave relation with a group node, and may
correspond to, for example, the information for specifying
at least a member ID and an object ID linked in a privilege-
valid mode or a privilege-invalid mode (refer to the ex-
amples of Fig. 9, Fig. 12, Fig. 15, and Fig. 18).
[0029] The set use privilege storage part 324 stores,
on the basis of the link information stored in the link in-
formation storage part 323, the set use privilege informa-
tion of the object nodes with respect to which a group
node and a member node related to the link information
respectively have use privileges. As an example, in the
case where an arbitrary group node and an arbitrary ob-
ject node are connected by privilege-valid link informa-
tion, the set use privilege information stores all of the
object nodes with respect to which the arbitrary group
node corresponding to the top in the link relation, the
subordinate group node(s) thereof, and the member
node(s) belonging to the bottom group node(s) thereof
respectively have use privileges. Alternatively, the set
use privilege information may be configured to store only
the object nodes with respect to which the arbitrary group
node corresponding to the top in the link relation has use
privileges, or the object nodes with respect to which the
member node(s) belonging to the bottom group node(s)
thereof has use privileges, and thereby, in response to
reception of input inquiry of a use privilege not having
been stored as the set use privilege information, to exe-
cute calculation processing of recognizing the use privi-

lege with respect to the inquired group node or member
node by tracing the group tree and the object tree (refer
to the examples of Fig. 9, Fig. 12, Fig. 15, and Fig. 18).
[0030] In the privilege information management appa-
ratus 1, in the case of connecting a group node in the
group tree stored in the group tree storage part 321 and
an object node in the object tree stored in the object tree
storage part 322 by the privilege-valid link information,
the control part 2 connects, in response to input from the
input part 4 or in response to reception or input from the
external terminal 12, the group node of the specified
group 3 and the object node of the specified object C by
the privilege-valid link information (S11) as shown in Fig.
7 and Fig. 8, and then stores the privilege-valid link in-
formation in the link information storage part 323 in a
releasable manner (S12).
[0031] On the other hand, the control part 2 traces the
object tree to specify the object D and the object E as
the subordinate object nodes under the object C, and
generates the set use privilege information in which the
group 3 has valid privileges to use the object C, the object
D, and the object E, and further traces the group tree to
specify the group 6, the member 1 and the member 2 as
the subordinate group node and the subordinate member
nodes under the group 3, and generates the set use priv-
ilege information in which the group 6, the member 1 and
the member 2 each has valid privileges to use the object
C, the object D, and the object E (S13). Then, the control
part 2 stores the generated set use privilege information
in the set use privilege storage part 324 in a releasable
manner (S14). Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) respectively show
the privilege-valid link information and the generated and
stored set use privilege information according to the
present example.
[0032] In other words, the control part 2 grants a priv-
ilege to use the target object of the object node of the
object C to, in the case where there is a subordinate
group node under the group node of the group 3 con-
nected by the privilege-valid link information, the member
1 and the member 2 of the group node of the subordinate
group 6, or in the case of connecting the group 6 by the
privilege-valid link information, the member 1 and the
member 2 belonging to the group 6, and further grants
privileges to use the target objects of the object nodes
of the object C, the object D and the object E in the case
where there are the object nodes of the object D and the
object E under the object node of the object C.
[0033] In the privilege information management appa-
ratus 1, in the case of connecting a group node in the
group tree stored in the group tree storage part 321 and
an object node in the object tree stored in the object tree
storage part 322 by the privilege-invalid link information,
the control part 2 connects, in response to input from the
input part 4 or in response to reception or input from the
external terminal 12, the group node of the specified
group 6 and the object node of the specified object D by
the privilege-invalid link information (S21) as shown in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, and then stores the privilege-invalid
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link information in the link information storage part 323
in a releasable manner (S22).
[0034] In the case of finding a subordinate object node
under the object D by tracing the object tree, the control
part 2 specifies the subordinate object node, generates
the set use privilege information in which the privileges
to use the object D and the subordinate objects thereof
are invalidated and not granted to the group 6, and stores
the generated set use privilege information in the set use
privilege storage part 324 in a releasable manner. In the
example of Fig. 10, the object D is configured as a bottom
object node, and thus the control part 2 generates the
set use privilege information in which the privilege to use
the object D is invalidated and not granted to the group
6 (S23), and then stores the generated set use privilege
information in the set use privilege storage part 324 in a
releasable manner.
[0035] Additionally, the control part 2 traces the group
tree to specify a group node under the group 6, and a
member node belonging to or being under the group
node, generates the set use privilege information in which
the privilege to use the object D is invalidated and not
granted to the group node, a member node group or a
member, and stores the generated set use privilege in-
formation in the set use privilege storage part 324 in a
releasable manner. In the example of Fig. 10, since there
are only the member nodes of the member 1 and the
member 2 belonging to or being under the group 6 with
no group node under the group 6, the control part 2 spec-
ifies the member 1 and the member 2, generates the set
use privilege information in which the privilege to use the
object D is invalidated and not granted to the member 1
or the member 2 (S23), and then stores the generated
set use privilege information in the set use privilege stor-
age part 324 in a releasable manner.
[0036] At this time, prior to storage of the newly-gen-
erated set use privilege information, the control part 2
checks, from the set use privilege information having
been stored in the set use privilege storage part 324 or
from the set use privilege information obtained through
calculation processing of tracing the tree based on the
stored set use privilege information, existence/absence
of the group node and the object node having an over-
lapping relation due to the newly-generated set use priv-
ilege information, with respect to granting of a use privi-
lege due to valid use privilege and non-granting of a use
privilege due to invalid use privilege (S24). In the case
where there is no group node or object node having an
overlapping relation, the set use privilege information is
newly stored in the set use privilege storage part 324 in
a releasable manner, as described above (S27).
[0037] In the case where there is a group node and a
object node having an overlapping relation with respect
to granting of a use privilege and non-granting of a use
privilege, a determination is made on the basis of the link
information existing on the shortest route having the min-
imum number of links among a plurality of routes for con-
necting both, as to whether to grant the privilege to use

the target object of the object node in the overlapping
relation and the subordinate object node thereof if there
are any to the member of the group node in the overlap-
ping relation and the subordinate group node if there are
any (S25). The link information is the total number of
existing links including links for connecting between
nodes, a privilege-valid link, and a privilege-invalid link.
[0038] In the example of Fig. 10, a determination as to
whether to grant the privilege to use the object D is made
on the basis of the link information existing on the shortest
route having the minimum number of links among the
plurality of routes for connecting both sides which are the
member 1 and the member 2 of the group node of the
group 6 and the object D as the target object of the object
node in the overlapping relation by the privilege-valid link
between the group 3 and the object C and the privilege-
invalid link between the group 6 and the object D.
[0039] In other words, the route connecting the group
6 and the object D through the privilege-valid link has
three links including the link for connecting the group 3
and the group 6, the privilege-valid link for connecting
the group 6 and the object C, and the link connecting the
object C and the object D, while the route connecting the
group 6 and the object D through the privilege-invalid link
has only one link of the privilege-invalid link, and thus the
route connecting through the privilege-invalid link has the
minimum number of links and is the shortest route. There-
fore, a determination is made not to grant the use privi-
lege, that is, to make the use privilege invalid, on the
basis of the privilege-invalid link information which is the
link information existing on the shortest route.
[0040] Then, the set use privilege information based
on granting/non-granting of a use privilege is replaced
with and stored in the set use privilege storage part 324
in a releasable manner. Alternatively, in the case of being
identical to the set use privilege information having been
stored in the set use privilege storage part 324, the set
use privilege information is maintained in a releasable
manner (S26). Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b) respectively
show the privilege-valid link information and the privilege-
invalid link information, and the set use privilege infor-
mation stored in the set use privilege storage part 324
after the processing, according to the example.
[0041] In the case where a group node and an object
node are connected through a route by a privilege-invalid
link and where non-granting of a use privilege is set be-
tween the group of the group node and the subordinate
groups thereof if there are any and the object node and
the subordinate objects thereof if there are any, if the
shortest route having the minimum number of links by a
privilege-valid link is set between a required group node
and a required object node under the above-described
privilege-invalid relation, the privilege to use the target
object of the required object node and the target objects
of the subordinate object node thereof if there are any is
enabled and granted to the member of the required group
node and the member of the subordinate group node
thereof if there are any.
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[0042] In the case where, regarding the group node
and the object node in the overlapping relation with re-
spect to granting of a use privilege and non-granting of
a use privilege, both sides are connected in the overlap-
ping relation with respect to granting of a use privilege
and non-granting of a use privilege by a plurality of short-
est routes respectively being equal in number of links
and being equal in distance, the control part 2 of the priv-
ilege information management apparatus 1 preferably
grants the privilege to use the target objects of the object
node in the overlapping relation and the subordinate ob-
ject nodes thereof if there are any to the member of the
group node in the overlapping relation and the member
of the subordinate group node if there are any.
[0043] In the example shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, in
the case where the group 6 and the object D are con-
nected through the privilege-invalid link having a link
number: 1 and are further connected through the privi-
lege-valid link having a link number: 1, a determination
as to whether or not there is a plurality of shortest routes
in an overlapping relation with respect to granting of a
use privilege and non-granting of a use privilege is made
in the processing of determining whether to grant the use
privilege on the basis of the link information in S24 as
described above (S251). In the case where there is no
plural shortest route or where there is no overlapping
relation with respect to granting of a use privilege and
non-granting of a use privilege, a determination is made
as to whether to grant the use privilege on the basis of
the link information of the shortest route (S253). While,
as shown in Fig. 13, in the case where there is a plurality
of shortest routes and where there is an overlapping re-
lation with respect to granting of a use privilege and non-
granting of a use privilege, the privilege to use the object
D is determined to be granted to the group 6 and the
members belonging to the group 6 (S252). Fig. 15(a) and
Fig. 15(b) respectively show the privilege-valid link infor-
mation and the privilege-invalid link information, and the
set use privilege information stored in the set use privi-
lege storage part 324 after the processing, according to
the example.
[0044] According to the first embodiment, in the case
where the privilege to use an arbitrary target object or
arbitrary target objects is granted to an arbitrary group
or arbitrary groups, the use privilege is granted simply
by connecting the group node and the object node in a
privilege-valid mode. In the case of releasing the state
where the use privilege is granted, the use privilege is
released simply by the deletion of the privilege-valid link
information for deletion of the connection. Accordingly,
privilege management having high flexibility and prompt-
ness is realized in the privilege management for manag-
ing a privilege required by a user to use a use object. For
example, in the case of granting or releasing of a privilege
to use a specific use object such as traveling or a lesson
to a group formed in a hierarchical structure on a website
at any time, management requiring flexibility and prompt-
ness is preferably performed.

[0045] As an example, in the case where a privilege to
use arbitrary target objects is granted to arbitrary groups
by the above-described processing of granting/non-
granting of the use privilege with respect to the group
node and the object node in the overlapping relation, con-
nection in the privilege-invalid mode between the subor-
dinate group under the group directly connected in the
privilege-valid mode and the subordinate target object
under the target object directly connected in the privilege-
valid mode restricts a specific group from using a specific
target object. This enables the implementation of flexible
management adaptable in more various cases, such as
a case where a group not having paid a fee yet is disabled
from using a service. A determination as to whether to
grant a use privilege in the case of being in an overlapping
relation is made on the basis of the link information ex-
isting on the shortest route having the minimum number
of links, thereby enabling to perform prompt determina-
tion as to whether to grant the use privilege without re-
quiring complicated calculation processing.
[0046] In the case where there are only routes that are
equal in distance as the shortest connection route be-
tween the group and the target object in an overlapping
relation with respect to granting of a use privilege and
non-granting of a use privilege, uniform granting of a use
privilege enables to provide group members with a serv-
ice by the target object while securing a more beneficial
state.

[Privilege information management system and privilege 
information management program of a second embodi-
ment]

[0047] In a privilege information management system
of the second embodiment according to the present in-
vention, which also has the same basic configuration as
that of the first embodiment, being configured with the
privilege information management apparatus 1 of Fig. 1
similar to the first embodiment, and having the configu-
ration of the data storage part 32 of Fig. 2, individual link
information in which a member node of an individual
member defined in a master and slave relation with a
group node and an arbitrary object node are connected
in a privilege-valid mode or in a privilege-invalid mode is
stored in the link information storage part 323 in a releas-
able manner, and a determination as to whether to grant
the privilege to use the target object of the arbitrary object
node to the individual member is made, giving top priority
to the mode of the individual link information.
[0048] In the privilege information management appa-
ratus 1, in the case where a member node of the individual
member defined in a master and slave relation with a
group node in the group tree stored in the group tree
storage part 321 and an object node in the object tree
stored in the object tree storage part 322 are connected
by the individual link information in a privilege-valid mode,
the control part 2 connects, as shown in Fig. 16 and Fig.
17 as an example, in response to input from the input
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part 4 or in response to a reception or input from the
external terminal 12, the member node of the member 2
belonging to the designated group 6 and the object node
of the designated object B by the individual link informa-
tion in the privilege-valid mode (S31), and stores the in-
dividual link information in the privilege-valid mode in the
link information storage part 323 in a releasable manner
(S32).
[0049] The control part 2 further generates the set use
privilege information in which the member 2 has a valid
privilege to use the object B, and stores the set use priv-
ilege information in the set use privilege storage part 324
in a releasable manner (S33). At this time, in the case
where the set use privilege information of the privilege
to use the object B of the member 2 has been stored in
the set use privilege storage part 324 on the basis of the
link information between the group node and the object
node, the control part 2 replaces it with the set use priv-
ilege information generated on the basis of the individual
link information and stores the information. Fig. 18(a),
Fig. 18(b), and Fig. 18(c) respectively show the privilege-
valid link information, the individual link information, and
the set use privilege information stored in the set use
privilege storage part 324 after the processing, according
to the example. It is noted that the same processing is
also performed in the case of being in the privilege-invalid
mode.
[0050] In the case where a group node and an object
node are connected by privilege-valid information or priv-
ilege-invalid information in the state where the set use
privilege information generated on the basis of the indi-
vidual link information has been stored in the set use
privilege storage part 324, and where the set use privilege
information by the privilege-valid link information or the
privilege-invalid link information is to be stored in the set
use privilege storage part 324, the control part 2 recog-
nizes and checks, as shown in Fig. 19, the member node
and the object node having the set use privilege informa-
tion by the individual link information from the information
in the set use privilege storage part 324 (S41), and stores,
in the set use privilege storage part 324 in a releasable
manner, the set use privilege information by the privilege-
valid link information or the privilege-invalid link informa-
tion with respect to a member node and an object node
other than those having the set use privilege information
by the individual link information (S42). Configurations
other than these are the same as those of the first em-
bodiment.
[0051] According to the second embodiment, the con-
figuration corresponding to the first embodiment enables
to produce corresponding effects, and a determination
as to whether to grant a use privilege to an individual
member by giving the top priority to the mode of individual
link information enables to more flexibly provide a service
by a target object suitable for the state or the demand of
the individual member.

[Modifications of embodiments]

[0052] The invention disclosed in the present specifi-
cation includes, within the applicable range, in addition
to the configurations of respective inventions and em-
bodiments, configurations in which the above configura-
tions are partially modified to become configurations oth-
er than those disclosed in the present specification, con-
figurations in which a configuration other than those dis-
closed in the present specification is added to the above
configurations, or the superordinate concept in which the
above configurations are partially deleted to the extent
that a partial effect can be obtained. The following mod-
ifications are also included.
[0053] As an example, the above-described embodi-
ment is configured so that only a lowest group has a
member as a subordinate or such a member only belongs
to a lowest group. The present invention also includes a
configuration in which a member directly belongs to a
group higher than the lowest group, for example, a case
in which the member 1 and the member 2 belong to the
group 6 in Fig. 3 and a member 3 not belonging to the
group 6 directly belongs to the group 3. This invention
further includes a configuration in which a releasing mode
is set so as to release privilege-valid link information,
privilege-invalid link information, or individual link infor-
mation, in addition to a configuration in which such infor-
mation is deleted, and includes an appropriate configu-
ration in which the state set by these link connections
with respect to granting/non-granting of a use privilege
is disabled. The members of a group node according to
the present invention include the members directly be-
longing to the group, and also include the members di-
rectly belonging to the subordinate group node thereof
in a master and slave relation, that is, indirectly belonging
to the upper group node.
[0054] The above-described embodiments are config-
ured to generate the set use privilege information and
store it in advance in the set use privilege storage part
324, in response to connection by the privilege-valid link
information, the privilege-invalid link information or the
individual link information, or storage thereof in the link
information storage part 323. Alternatively, another con-
figuration is available, in which a storage part is not dis-
posed in the set use privilege storage part 324, connec-
tion by the privilege-valid link information, the privilege-
invalid link information, or the individual link information
or storage thereof in the link information storage part 323
are performed, and in which the control part 2 performs,
every time the inquiry of a use privilege of an arbitrary
group node or member node with respect to an arbitrary
object node is input, calculation processing of recogniz-
ing the use privilege of the inquired group node or mem-
ber node with respect to the arbitrary object node by trac-
ing the group tree and the object tree, and thereby de-
termines whether to grant the use privilege.
[0055] The connection by the privilege-valid link infor-
mation, the privilege-invalid link information, or the indi-
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vidual link information may be set in any order, and the
link information positioned higher and the link information
positioned lower may be set in any order.

Industrial Applicability

[0056] The present invention is available in information
processing for granting a privilege to participate in
traveling, a lesson, or the like to a group formed on a
website, as an example.

Reference Signs List

[0057]

1 ... privilege information management apparatus
2 ... control part
3 ... storage part
31 ... program storage part
32 ... data storage part
321 ... group tree storage part
322 ... object tree storage part
323 ... link information storage part
324 ... set use privilege storage part
4 ... input part
5 ... image display part
6 ... communication part
11 ... communication network
12 ... external terminal

Claims

1. A privilege information management system config-
ured to:

store a group tree configured with group nodes
each representing a group configured with a
member enabled to use a privilege;
store an object tree configured with object nodes
each representing a target object to be used with
a privilege;
store, in a releasable manner, privilege-valid link
information indicating a connection between an
arbitrary group node of the group nodes and an
arbitrary object node of the object nodes in a
privilege-valid mode; and
regarding a first group node of the group nodes
and a first object node of the object nodes con-
nected by the privilege-valid link information,
grant a privilege to use a target object of the first
object node and a subordinate object node if
there are any under the first object node to a
member belonging to the first group node and a
subordinate group node if there are any under
the first group node.

2. The privilege information management system ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein the privilege information
management system is configured to:

store, in a releasable manner, privilege-invalid
link information indicating a connection between
an arbitrary group node of the group nodes and
an arbitrary object node of the object nodes in
a privilege-invalid mode;
regarding a second group node of the group
nodes and a second object node of the object
nodes connected by the privilege-invalid link in-
formation, not grant a privilege to use a target
object of the second object node and a subor-
dinate object node if there are any under the
second object node to a member belonging to
the second group node and a subordinate group
node if there are any under the second group
node; and
determine, on the basis of link information ex-
isting on a shortest route having a minimum
number of links among a plurality of routes for
connecting the group node and the object node
in an overlapping relation with respect to grant-
ing of a use privilege and non-granting of a use
privilege, whether to grant a privilege to use a
target object of the object node in the overlap-
ping relation and a subordinate object node if
there are any under the object node to a member
belonging to the group node in the overlapping
relation and a subordinate group node if there
are any under the group node.

3. The privilege information management system ac-
cording to claim 2, wherein the privilege information
management system is configured to:
grant, in a case where, regarding the group node
and the object node in the overlapping relation with
respect to granting of a use privilege and non-grant-
ing of a use privilege, both are connected in the over-
lapping relation with respect to granting of a use priv-
ilege and non-granting of a use privilege by a plurality
of shortest routes respectively being equal in number
of links and equal in distance, the privilege to use
the target object of the object node in the overlapping
relation and the subordinate object node if there are
any under the object node to the member belonging
to the group node in the overlapping relation and the
subordinate group node if there are any under the
group node.

4. The privilege information management system ac-
cording to claim 2 or claim 3, wherein the privilege
information management system is configured to:

store, in a releasable manner, individual link in-
formation indicating a connection between a
member node of an individual member defined
in a master and slave relation with the group
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node and an arbitrary object node of the object
nodes in the privilege-valid mode or the privi-
lege-invalid mode; and
determine whether to grant the privilege to use
the target object of the arbitrary object node to
the individual member by giving top priority to
the mode of the individual link information.

5. A privilege information management program for
making a computer function so as to:

store a group tree configured with group nodes
each representing a group configured with a
member enabled to use a privilege;
store an object tree configured with object nodes
each representing a target object to be used with
a privilege;
store, in a releasable manner, privilege-valid link
information indicating a connection between an
arbitrary group node of the group nodes and an
arbitrary object node of the object nodes in a
privilege-valid mode; and
regarding a first group node of the group nodes
and a first object node of the object nodes con-
nected by the privilege-valid link information,
grant a privilege to use a target object of the first
object node and a subordinate object node if
there are any under the first object node to a
member belonging to the first group node and a
subordinate group node if there are any under
the first group node.

6. The privilege information management program ac-
cording to claim 5, for making the computer function
so as to:

store, in a releasable manner, privilege-invalid
link information indicating a connection between
an arbitrary group node of the group nodes and
an arbitrary object node of the object nodes in
a privilege-invalid mode;
regarding a second group node of the group
nodes and a second object node of the object
nodes connected by the privilege-invalid link in-
formation, not grant a privilege to use a target
object of the second object node and a subor-
dinate object node if there are any under the
second object node to a member belonging to
the second group node and a subordinate group
node if there are any under the second group
node; and
determine, on the basis of link information ex-
isting on a shortest route having a minimum
number of links among a plurality of routes for
connecting the group node and the object node
in an overlapping relation with respect to grant-
ing of a use privilege and non-granting of a use
privilege, whether to grant a privilege to use a

target object of the object node in the overlap-
ping relation and a subordinate object node if
there are any under the object node to a member
belonging to the group node in the overlapping
relation and a subordinate group node if there
are any under the group node.
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